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Happy Valentines!

Welcome New moderators!
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In the near future the following
exciting events will take place.

2010-03-07 - Sherlock Holmes Myst...

2010-03-28 - Extravaganza: Custom...
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[Sell] Amazing Black/White-ish DC Starter Uni - Too Cute Mixie Pegs for sale

Forums Adoptables General Into the Woods - Ooo.. What was that?! - Story Plot RP

02-05 03:06
faerain
23236

 - USR

   

~ Sleepy noticed Ginger's struggling and lopped over to help her out. 
"I'm not very strong .. but I'll try to help!" , and with that, she braced herself against the loose
stone and pushed ... and pushed with ALL of her might.
"We can do it!! It is moving a bit! - Can anyone else help please?! " , she called to the others

02-05 03:07
melodys_angel
9171

 - USR

  

Bevelle was suddenly caught by Gingers voice. She again looked back on the elementals. Kirah was
staring at them but seemed unmoved. She had, afterall given them permission, right? Going up to
Gingers side, she took a look at the wall.

((I might be heading off soon, but continue to RP this out and we will see where this leads  ))

02-05 03:08
rayvin_kittiy
2051

 - USR

mysin walked up to bevelle at the base of the temple. do you think theres a switch or
something?
maby a button? 

edit: hearing ginger she followed bevelle over to help push.

 

02-05 03:08
red_uni387
26682

 - USR

   

"True, since it had to be simple enough for the rebels to get in....." Ayu trailed off, hearing
someone shout "PUSH!" He looked around wildly, seeing 2 guardians pushing against a wall.
Knowing he wouldn't be of too much help with that, Ayu ran around to the other, bigger critters,
shouting, "Help push in the wall! An entrance might have been found!!"

02-05 03:10
.:Lapis_Lazuli:.
11165

 - USR

  

Lapi and Luna's attention shot over to Ginger - who was trying to push a wall. "Come on, Lapi!"
Luna grabbed Lapi's wrist and pulled her over to where they were. As she let go - she placed her
hands on the wall and started pushing. Lapi too started pushing with the side of her arm. It was
tough, but this wall could very well be the entrance they were looking for.

02-05 03:11
Randomly~Zebras
4558

 - USR

    

    

 

"No, I think Bev was right. It's probably not that simple... even though I wish it was." Searching
for secret entrances and passages was going to take forever. They needed to find those shards
soon. There was to much to lose if they took too much time. But, if everybody is trying, then she
might as well keep helping.

02-05 03:11
animallover1992
16517

 - USR

    

Glow looked around the temple, trying to find a way in. She couldn't see anything. She looked
around, pricking her ears. She saw Ginger, Bevelle, and a few others a little ways away. She
watched them for a moment, realizing what they were doing. She ran over to help. She pressed
her front paws against the wall, pushing as hard as she could. They had to get inside, they had to
find the shards.

02-05 03:12
aires213
10036

 - USR

  

With every one help finally the door was open but very dark jokingly althea said does anyone have
a flash light as then she said maybe i can light the way heck im bright enough as she proceeded
in.

PIFF Link

02-05 03:13
faerain
23237

 - USR

   

Rumble rumble ......... shakey shake - 
The temple kind of trembled under their feet as the big stone slid away from the others.
They had found an entrance!!! - It was just big enough for everyone to fit in - much
like a door that had been carved out to allow people to come in.

~ And everyone this is where we stop for the night - 
Please no more RP past this point until your hosts get back ^_^ 

Thank you so much for your support and participating - this is a blast!!! 

See you tomorrow!

02-05 03:13
rayvin_kittiy
2052

 - USR

little safaia finaly noticing what was going on bounded over.

i wanna help! i wanna help!

she stood on her back paws and pressed on the wall as hard as her little kitten strength would let
her.

 

02-05 03:14
Randomly~Zebras
4559

 - USR

    

    

 

Looking at the dark inner room, Ginger starts to think outloud. "Hmm... maybe the fire dude
wasn't so bad to come with us, I mean, at least he would have had light..." Ginger was beginning
to worry. She sensed something deeper into the temple. She decided to just push it aside and see
what happend.

02-05 03:14
red_uni387
26683

 - USR

   

edit: ((oooohhhhh exciting cliffhanger!!!))

02-05 03:15
rayvin_kittiy
2053

 - USR

(( ooc: sheesh late with that post to i got to get better at this lol XD))

 

02-05 03:19
faerain
23238

 - USR

   

ooc: you can talk to eachother in OOC if you want  hehe
I hope you are all enjoying this - and it is put together in a way that makes it understandable and
able to flow well. Melody is an awesome writer - so I was very excited to have her do this with us !

 

I'm loving getting to FINALLY release the elementals , warriors and things to you guys - this is so
much fun!

02-05 03:20
aires213
10037

 - USR

  

OOC: whoot how exciting cant wait to continue ^^

PIFF Link

02-05 03:22
red_uni387
26684

 - USR

   

((I kinda wish I brought in Lori, as the guardian of the past she might've been helpful xD))

02-05 03:22
melodys_angel
9172

 - USR

  

((how is everyone enjoying this soo far? i was thinking of writing a series of books with these 3
OCs in them and this would be the style of them. Would you read them?))

02-05 03:24
rayvin_kittiy
2054

 - USR

ooc i hope i make it at the right time tomarrow. 

 

02-05 03:24
aires213
10039

 - USR

  

OOC:Yes fae i have been eying your elemental girl since i first seen her in your folder and was
trying to figure out why was she so different now i know and im in love lol

PIFF Link

02-05 03:25
rayvin_kittiy
2055

 - USR

Ooc: id read them! is good story so far 

 

02-05 03:27
aires213
10040

 - USR

  

((how is everyone enjoying this soo far? i was thinking of writing a series of books with these 3 OCs in them
and this would be the style of them. Would you read them?))

OOC: I sure would i love fantasy storys ! ^^

PIFF Link

02-05 03:29
Randomly~Zebras
4560

 - USR

    

    

 

OOC: I would definately read them! They are all very relatable ^_^ I am writing a book series
about elemental wolves (but it would be seven books, so some non-mainstream elements would
be added).

I still have the Pnats on the Ground song stuck in my head 

02-05 03:41
animallover1992
16518

 - USR

    

(OOC: I'd definitely read them.)

02-05 15:23
Randomly~Zebras
4563

 - USR

    

    

 

(( Bump  Yay! The winter storms isn't as bad as I thought it would be ^_^ It's been about five
hours since it hit.))

02-05 17:27
Silly Smilez
3464

 - USR

    

 

((OOC : uh, WOW ! I missed a lot ^^' And I still have to start :/. But it looks like fun ! ))

02-05 18:26
Randomly~Zebras
4566

 - USR

    

    

 

((I just NEED to add this guardian!!!
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Made-Up Character Introductory Form:
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Character Name: Thalia Grace (yes I've finally cracked my head open into crazy land  Please
call her Thalia in the RP.)

Character Physical Description: She is fond of dark colors and rather goth/punk make up. She
normally wears a colonial outfit. She has striking black hair, which she wears in Lolita Hairstyle.
She has a light scatter of freckles around her nose. She loves wearing striped gloves that are
mainly black, with small bright pink lines on them. She wears a bangle on her right wrist, that has
the ability to turn into a sheild. She has stipry socks (same color as the stripey gloves) and Lolita
Boots. She has an expression of trouble on her face normally, and has dark blue eyes.

Personality: A fierce defender of friends and fairness, she will fight for what is right and for the
justice in the world. If you cross her, becareful, because she packs some serious punch for such a
petite girl. Although she tries to put on a tough exterior, she is really quite kind and understanding
underneath.

If a guardian - what are they the guardian of: Decisions and Trees

If you know what book series this character is from, please PM me, because I would love to discuss
the books!))

02-05 18:27
melodys_angel
9174

 - USR

  

((Im glad they arent soo bad, hun. It looks like our area isnt getting hit due to El Nino. Still cold,
we just havent been getting much snow.

Ill start this back up soon then continue on when we are ready to. I was actually asking about the
wirting style^^ its been haunting me for awhile))

02-05 18:29
Randomly~Zebras
4568

 - USR

    

    

 

((Well then, you have El Nino to thank  Poor little fishies dying in Mexico...))

02-05 18:37
melodys_angel
9175

 - USR

  

((Actually apparently Mexico is getting more then twice the amount of rain it should. Areas are
already flooded. There was a thing on it on the weather channel while I was looking for whether
we were going ot get hit by a storm today.

You know, im starting to think that I might use these elementals in future RPs. Im loving how my
OCs are comming to life>>))

02-05 18:40
Tasmen
4175

 - USR

  

ooc- ok hopefully today i will be able to stay for the a whole part of the story, lol. Lalita must keep
getting lost in the back somewhere. I would read, those books if you made them MA, i really like
this style. Im loving the story so far. Took me awhile to read all the pages i missed.

1 < 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 [15] 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 > 31

 

Quote melodys_angel:

1 < 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 [15] 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 > 31


